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The DVV Equations
Computing correlators in topological sectors of N = 2 superconformal field 
theories … 

Physics Letters B 269 ( 1991 ) 96-102 
North-Holland PHYSICS LETTERS B 

Topolog ica l  L a n d a u - G i n z b u r g  mat ter  at c = 3 

E. Verl inde 
Institute for Advanced Study, Olden Lane, Princeton, NJ 08540, USA 

and  

N.P. Warner  
Physics Department, University of Southern California, University Park, Los Angeles, CA 90089-0484, USA 

Received 23 April 1991 

The topological correlation functions, their prepotential, and the Landau-Ginzburg potential are computed for the N= 2 super- 
symmetric, c= 3, matter model that is a tensor product of'three c= 1 models. 

An interesting class of  N =  2 superconformal field theories are the ones that allow a Landau-Ginzburg  descrip- 
tion [ 1 ] in terms o fa  superpotential W(XA). This function Wencodes important geometrical information about 
the target space of  the SCFT, for example, for c = 9  SCFT corresponding to Calabi--Yau space the algebraic 
equation 

W(xA) = 0  (1) 

describes the C-Y  manifold embedded in a (weighted) projective space. An important  role in these theories is 
played by the chiral primary fields. They describe the inequivalent variations of  the potential W and in partic- 
ular there is a canonical identification between the marginal chiral, primary fields ~i, and (possibly a subset o f )  
the infinitesimal variations of  the moduli  t,. In superstring compactifications the structure constants C,)~. of  the 
chiral primary ring give the Yukawa couplings of  the massless scalar fields corresponding to the moduli ti. In 
this context it is known that due to the "special geometry" of  the C - Y  moduli space [ 2 ] these Yukawa couplings 
can be expressed in terms of  a single "prepotential"  .~-(t~) as 

03.~ 
C,jk= 0ti Otj Otk " (2) 

This equation played an important  role in the recent beautiful work of  Candelas et al. [ 3 ], who computed z~ for 
the case of  the mirror manifold of  the quintic hypersurface. 

Recently in a different development this same relation (2) was discovered in the context of  perturbed topo- 
logical CFT [ 4 ], obtained by "twisting" N =  2 SCFT [ 5 ]. In this case the relation (2) is derived by applying the 
two-dimensional Ward identities to the perturbed three-point functions 

where ~} j-I ) _ G - ~/2 G_- ~/2~z. In fact, (2) does not only hold for the marginal deformations, but also when we 
take ti to be the coupling constants of  the other chiral primary fields. The prepotential .~- has the interpretation 

96 0370-2693/91/$ 03.50 © 1991 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved. 
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Erik and Herman have had a huge influence on many 
areas of theoretical physics … 

In particular, on the resolving the black-hole information 
problem via the Fuzzball/Microstate Geometry Programme

★ Anti-branes and supersymmetry breaking in 
   microstate geometries

★ Balanced holography and fuzzball states

★ Emergent geometry and D1-D5 CFT



Fuzzball and Microstate Geometries

Bena, Martinec, Mathur and Warner,  
2203.04981  Snowmass White Paper: Micro- and Macro-Structure of Black Holes 
2204.13113  Fuzzballs and Microstate Geometries: Black-Hole Structure in String Theory
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Probably the most viable solution to the information problem* (that includes 
gravitational back-reaction) comes from the understanding that:

Black holes are really horizonless, strongly-quantum stringy backgrounds 
in more than 3+1 dimensions: Fuzzballs

*if you want to avoid extensive, long range non-locality, or the loss of unitarity 
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   analysis of horizon-scale microstructure.

★ Supergravity can also describe large-scale collective effects of 
    strongly-coupled quantum systems: effective geometries and effective 
    hydrodynamics of fuzzballs

★ There will always be coherent expressions of the fuzzball phase-space 
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★ Superstrata are sampling the “typical sector” of the D1-D5  CFT.
Entropy of black hole ~ Entropy of string states around superstrata? 
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★ Constructing non-extremal microstate geometries 

★ Black-hole-like behavior from microstate geometries
★ Trapping and scrambling of matter 
★ Supersymmetry breaking and the transition to chaotic spectra

★ “(Hawking) radiation” from decays of microstate geometries

★ Exploring new corners of the moduli space of microstate geometries

★ Incorporating stringy effects into microstate geometries;
   Exploring fuzzballs using stringy excitations of microstate geometries

New ways of describing excitations/charges within supergravity 

Degenerate corners of the moduli space:  “microstate solutions”

Ganchev, Houppe and Warner, 2107.09677 
Ganchev, Giusto, Houppe and Russo,  2112.03287

New Example:  Combining/Colliding left-moving and right-moving 
momentum waves in the D1-D5 system
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Metastable Supertubes and non-extremal Black Hole Microstates (1109.5180)
Non-extremal Black Hole Microstates: Fuzzballs of Fire or Fuzzballs of Fuzz? (1208.3468)

Microstate geometries:  

In late 2021, early 2022:  A very significant breakthrough by Bah, Heidmann, Weck … 

⇒ extensive families of “almost BPS” microstate geometries
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Balanced holography, fuzzball states 
and black-hole interior geometry



Balanced Holography Passing through the Firewall

Erik Verlinde1 and Herman Verlinde2

1Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
2Department of Physics, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544, USA

(Dated: June 5, 2013)

We propose that black hole information is encoded in non-local correlations between microscopic

interior and exterior degrees of freedom. We give a simple qubit representation of this proposal, and

show herein that for every black hole state, the apparent firewall can be removed via a universal,

state independent unitary transformation UQT . A central element in our discussion is the distinction

between virtual qubits, which are in a specified vacuum state, and real qubits, that carry the free

quantum information of the black hole. We outline how our proposal may be realized in AdS/CFT.

A. Introduction

The Bekenstein-Hawking entropy counts the quantum
states associated to a black hole horizon [1]. This famous
formula seems to suggest that all black hole quantum in-
formation is hidden behind the event horizon and that
all of it has to escape during the evaporation process [4].
A second, alternative interpretation of the B-H entropy
is that it merely represents the virtual entanglement en-
tropy of the unique smooth vacuum state across the hori-
zon. This local vacuum state does not store any evident
quantum information, neither do the near-horizon Hawk-
ing particles. Both interpretations of the B-H formula
have their merits and appeal, but there is evident ten-
sion between the two. Moreover, both lead to conceptual
problems, each of a di↵erent kind: the second interpre-
tation leads to apparent information loss [2, 3], the first
interpretation leads to an apparent firewall [5, 6].

In this paper we introduce a third interpretation of
the B-H entropy formula, which incorporates a balanced
combination of both ideas. In our proposal, which we will
call balanced holography, the microscopic quantum infor-
mation is shared evenly between the interior and exterior
of the black hole. Since the two sides combined contain
twice the B-H entropy, this leaves extra room to arrange
the quantum degrees of freedom in way that avoids in-
consistent or paradoxical conclusions.

An important distinction will be made between two
kinds of quantum information. The entanglement con-
tained in the local vacuum is of a di↵erent nature than
that between two randomly prepared and spatially sepa-
rated real quantum systems. The qubits responsible for
vacuum entanglement are, when left unperturbed by lo-
cal probes, in a unique ground state. Hence, they are
‘virtual’ or ‘confined’. They are distinct from the ‘real’
or ‘logical’ qubits that carry freely adjustable quantum
information about the micro-state, and that are deter-
mined by the initial state from which the black hole was
formed. The di↵erence between real and virtual qubits
thus lies in the amount of free quantum information that
they contain about the micro states corresponding to a
given macroscopic black hole. The purpose of this note

is to show that the crux of the firewall argument can be
neutralized, once the distinction between these two types
of quantum information is taken into account.

B. Physical Principles

In this work we adopt the basic physical principles that
i) quantum mechanics holds, ii) a black hole has micro-
scopic entropy SBH = 1

4A, and iii) there are no firewalls,
iv) no observer sees any macroscopic violation of locality.
We supplement these principles by two additional

ground rules. For clarity of presentation, we will ignore
peripheral subtleties, and express our physical assump-
tions and reasoning using the crisp but slightly idealized
language of qubits [7, 8]. This simplification is helpful
but presumably not essential.
A small word of caution: a qubit can be coded in many

physical forms. It may be carried by a localized mode, by
hidden microscopic degree of freedom [9], or by non-local
phase correlations between two or more distant modes.
We will try to be clear which physical realization we are
assigning to each element.

Rule I: Maximal entanglement

Consider a black hole with entropy equal to N qubits.
Its internal Hilbert space is 2N dimensional. Suppose the
black hole interior region H is maximally entangled with
its environment E. The total quantum entanglement is
then quantified via

entanglement entropy = SBH = N log 2 (1)

There are two types of contributions to (1). First, there
is local entanglement due to virtual Hawking pairs. The
associated ‘virtual qubits’ are in unique EPR pairs (oth-
erwise they can not appear from the vacuum) and do not
carry any quantum information about the black hole mi-
cro state. This virtual entanglement is proportional to
the area, with a normalization constant that depends on
the short distance cut o↵ [10, 11]. Secondly, there is the
actual black hole information, which is contained in ‘real’
or ‘logical qubits’. These logical qubits carry medium and
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We propose that black hole information is encoded in non-local correlations between microscopic

interior and exterior degrees of freedom. We give a simple qubit representation of this proposal, and

show herein that for every black hole state, the apparent firewall can be removed via a universal,

state independent unitary transformation UQT . A central element in our discussion is the distinction

between virtual qubits, which are in a specified vacuum state, and real qubits, that carry the free

quantum information of the black hole. We outline how our proposal may be realized in AdS/CFT.

A. Introduction

The Bekenstein-Hawking entropy counts the quantum
states associated to a black hole horizon [1]. This famous
formula seems to suggest that all black hole quantum in-
formation is hidden behind the event horizon and that
all of it has to escape during the evaporation process [4].
A second, alternative interpretation of the B-H entropy
is that it merely represents the virtual entanglement en-
tropy of the unique smooth vacuum state across the hori-
zon. This local vacuum state does not store any evident
quantum information, neither do the near-horizon Hawk-
ing particles. Both interpretations of the B-H formula
have their merits and appeal, but there is evident ten-
sion between the two. Moreover, both lead to conceptual
problems, each of a di↵erent kind: the second interpre-
tation leads to apparent information loss [2, 3], the first
interpretation leads to an apparent firewall [5, 6].

In this paper we introduce a third interpretation of
the B-H entropy formula, which incorporates a balanced
combination of both ideas. In our proposal, which we will
call balanced holography, the microscopic quantum infor-
mation is shared evenly between the interior and exterior
of the black hole. Since the two sides combined contain
twice the B-H entropy, this leaves extra room to arrange
the quantum degrees of freedom in way that avoids in-
consistent or paradoxical conclusions.

An important distinction will be made between two
kinds of quantum information. The entanglement con-
tained in the local vacuum is of a di↵erent nature than
that between two randomly prepared and spatially sepa-
rated real quantum systems. The qubits responsible for
vacuum entanglement are, when left unperturbed by lo-
cal probes, in a unique ground state. Hence, they are
‘virtual’ or ‘confined’. They are distinct from the ‘real’
or ‘logical’ qubits that carry freely adjustable quantum
information about the micro-state, and that are deter-
mined by the initial state from which the black hole was
formed. The di↵erence between real and virtual qubits
thus lies in the amount of free quantum information that
they contain about the micro states corresponding to a
given macroscopic black hole. The purpose of this note

is to show that the crux of the firewall argument can be
neutralized, once the distinction between these two types
of quantum information is taken into account.

B. Physical Principles

In this work we adopt the basic physical principles that
i) quantum mechanics holds, ii) a black hole has micro-
scopic entropy SBH = 1

4A, and iii) there are no firewalls,
iv) no observer sees any macroscopic violation of locality.
We supplement these principles by two additional

ground rules. For clarity of presentation, we will ignore
peripheral subtleties, and express our physical assump-
tions and reasoning using the crisp but slightly idealized
language of qubits [7, 8]. This simplification is helpful
but presumably not essential.
A small word of caution: a qubit can be coded in many

physical forms. It may be carried by a localized mode, by
hidden microscopic degree of freedom [9], or by non-local
phase correlations between two or more distant modes.
We will try to be clear which physical realization we are
assigning to each element.

Rule I: Maximal entanglement

Consider a black hole with entropy equal to N qubits.
Its internal Hilbert space is 2N dimensional. Suppose the
black hole interior region H is maximally entangled with
its environment E. The total quantum entanglement is
then quantified via

entanglement entropy = SBH = N log 2 (1)

There are two types of contributions to (1). First, there
is local entanglement due to virtual Hawking pairs. The
associated ‘virtual qubits’ are in unique EPR pairs (oth-
erwise they can not appear from the vacuum) and do not
carry any quantum information about the black hole mi-
cro state. This virtual entanglement is proportional to
the area, with a normalization constant that depends on
the short distance cut o↵ [10, 11]. Secondly, there is the
actual black hole information, which is contained in ‘real’
or ‘logical qubits’. These logical qubits carry medium and
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ing particles. Both interpretations of the B-H formula
have their merits and appeal, but there is evident ten-
sion between the two. Moreover, both lead to conceptual
problems, each of a di↵erent kind: the second interpre-
tation leads to apparent information loss [2, 3], the first
interpretation leads to an apparent firewall [5, 6].

In this paper we introduce a third interpretation of
the B-H entropy formula, which incorporates a balanced
combination of both ideas. In our proposal, which we will
call balanced holography, the microscopic quantum infor-
mation is shared evenly between the interior and exterior
of the black hole. Since the two sides combined contain
twice the B-H entropy, this leaves extra room to arrange
the quantum degrees of freedom in way that avoids in-
consistent or paradoxical conclusions.

An important distinction will be made between two
kinds of quantum information. The entanglement con-
tained in the local vacuum is of a di↵erent nature than
that between two randomly prepared and spatially sepa-
rated real quantum systems. The qubits responsible for
vacuum entanglement are, when left unperturbed by lo-
cal probes, in a unique ground state. Hence, they are
‘virtual’ or ‘confined’. They are distinct from the ‘real’
or ‘logical’ qubits that carry freely adjustable quantum
information about the micro-state, and that are deter-
mined by the initial state from which the black hole was
formed. The di↵erence between real and virtual qubits
thus lies in the amount of free quantum information that
they contain about the micro states corresponding to a
given macroscopic black hole. The purpose of this note

is to show that the crux of the firewall argument can be
neutralized, once the distinction between these two types
of quantum information is taken into account.

B. Physical Principles

In this work we adopt the basic physical principles that
i) quantum mechanics holds, ii) a black hole has micro-
scopic entropy SBH = 1

4A, and iii) there are no firewalls,
iv) no observer sees any macroscopic violation of locality.
We supplement these principles by two additional

ground rules. For clarity of presentation, we will ignore
peripheral subtleties, and express our physical assump-
tions and reasoning using the crisp but slightly idealized
language of qubits [7, 8]. This simplification is helpful
but presumably not essential.
A small word of caution: a qubit can be coded in many

physical forms. It may be carried by a localized mode, by
hidden microscopic degree of freedom [9], or by non-local
phase correlations between two or more distant modes.
We will try to be clear which physical realization we are
assigning to each element.

Rule I: Maximal entanglement

Consider a black hole with entropy equal to N qubits.
Its internal Hilbert space is 2N dimensional. Suppose the
black hole interior region H is maximally entangled with
its environment E. The total quantum entanglement is
then quantified via

entanglement entropy = SBH = N log 2 (1)

There are two types of contributions to (1). First, there
is local entanglement due to virtual Hawking pairs. The
associated ‘virtual qubits’ are in unique EPR pairs (oth-
erwise they can not appear from the vacuum) and do not
carry any quantum information about the black hole mi-
cro state. This virtual entanglement is proportional to
the area, with a normalization constant that depends on
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state independent unitary transformation UQT . A central element in our discussion is the distinction

between virtual qubits, which are in a specified vacuum state, and real qubits, that carry the free

quantum information of the black hole. We outline how our proposal may be realized in AdS/CFT.

A. Introduction

The Bekenstein-Hawking entropy counts the quantum
states associated to a black hole horizon [1]. This famous
formula seems to suggest that all black hole quantum in-
formation is hidden behind the event horizon and that
all of it has to escape during the evaporation process [4].
A second, alternative interpretation of the B-H entropy
is that it merely represents the virtual entanglement en-
tropy of the unique smooth vacuum state across the hori-
zon. This local vacuum state does not store any evident
quantum information, neither do the near-horizon Hawk-
ing particles. Both interpretations of the B-H formula
have their merits and appeal, but there is evident ten-
sion between the two. Moreover, both lead to conceptual
problems, each of a di↵erent kind: the second interpre-
tation leads to apparent information loss [2, 3], the first
interpretation leads to an apparent firewall [5, 6].

In this paper we introduce a third interpretation of
the B-H entropy formula, which incorporates a balanced
combination of both ideas. In our proposal, which we will
call balanced holography, the microscopic quantum infor-
mation is shared evenly between the interior and exterior
of the black hole. Since the two sides combined contain
twice the B-H entropy, this leaves extra room to arrange
the quantum degrees of freedom in way that avoids in-
consistent or paradoxical conclusions.

An important distinction will be made between two
kinds of quantum information. The entanglement con-
tained in the local vacuum is of a di↵erent nature than
that between two randomly prepared and spatially sepa-
rated real quantum systems. The qubits responsible for
vacuum entanglement are, when left unperturbed by lo-
cal probes, in a unique ground state. Hence, they are
‘virtual’ or ‘confined’. They are distinct from the ‘real’
or ‘logical’ qubits that carry freely adjustable quantum
information about the micro-state, and that are deter-
mined by the initial state from which the black hole was
formed. The di↵erence between real and virtual qubits
thus lies in the amount of free quantum information that
they contain about the micro states corresponding to a
given macroscopic black hole. The purpose of this note

is to show that the crux of the firewall argument can be
neutralized, once the distinction between these two types
of quantum information is taken into account.

B. Physical Principles

In this work we adopt the basic physical principles that
i) quantum mechanics holds, ii) a black hole has micro-
scopic entropy SBH = 1

4A, and iii) there are no firewalls,
iv) no observer sees any macroscopic violation of locality.
We supplement these principles by two additional

ground rules. For clarity of presentation, we will ignore
peripheral subtleties, and express our physical assump-
tions and reasoning using the crisp but slightly idealized
language of qubits [7, 8]. This simplification is helpful
but presumably not essential.
A small word of caution: a qubit can be coded in many

physical forms. It may be carried by a localized mode, by
hidden microscopic degree of freedom [9], or by non-local
phase correlations between two or more distant modes.
We will try to be clear which physical realization we are
assigning to each element.

Rule I: Maximal entanglement

Consider a black hole with entropy equal to N qubits.
Its internal Hilbert space is 2N dimensional. Suppose the
black hole interior region H is maximally entangled with
its environment E. The total quantum entanglement is
then quantified via

entanglement entropy = SBH = N log 2 (1)

There are two types of contributions to (1). First, there
is local entanglement due to virtual Hawking pairs. The
associated ‘virtual qubits’ are in unique EPR pairs (oth-
erwise they can not appear from the vacuum) and do not
carry any quantum information about the black hole mi-
cro state. This virtual entanglement is proportional to
the area, with a normalization constant that depends on
the short distance cut o↵ [10, 11]. Secondly, there is the
actual black hole information, which is contained in ‘real’
or ‘logical qubits’. These logical qubits carry medium and
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states associated to a black hole horizon [1]. This famous
formula seems to suggest that all black hole quantum in-
formation is hidden behind the event horizon and that
all of it has to escape during the evaporation process [4].
A second, alternative interpretation of the B-H entropy
is that it merely represents the virtual entanglement en-
tropy of the unique smooth vacuum state across the hori-
zon. This local vacuum state does not store any evident
quantum information, neither do the near-horizon Hawk-
ing particles. Both interpretations of the B-H formula
have their merits and appeal, but there is evident ten-
sion between the two. Moreover, both lead to conceptual
problems, each of a di↵erent kind: the second interpre-
tation leads to apparent information loss [2, 3], the first
interpretation leads to an apparent firewall [5, 6].

In this paper we introduce a third interpretation of
the B-H entropy formula, which incorporates a balanced
combination of both ideas. In our proposal, which we will
call balanced holography, the microscopic quantum infor-
mation is shared evenly between the interior and exterior
of the black hole. Since the two sides combined contain
twice the B-H entropy, this leaves extra room to arrange
the quantum degrees of freedom in way that avoids in-
consistent or paradoxical conclusions.

An important distinction will be made between two
kinds of quantum information. The entanglement con-
tained in the local vacuum is of a di↵erent nature than
that between two randomly prepared and spatially sepa-
rated real quantum systems. The qubits responsible for
vacuum entanglement are, when left unperturbed by lo-
cal probes, in a unique ground state. Hence, they are
‘virtual’ or ‘confined’. They are distinct from the ‘real’
or ‘logical’ qubits that carry freely adjustable quantum
information about the micro-state, and that are deter-
mined by the initial state from which the black hole was
formed. The di↵erence between real and virtual qubits
thus lies in the amount of free quantum information that
they contain about the micro states corresponding to a
given macroscopic black hole. The purpose of this note

is to show that the crux of the firewall argument can be
neutralized, once the distinction between these two types
of quantum information is taken into account.

B. Physical Principles

In this work we adopt the basic physical principles that
i) quantum mechanics holds, ii) a black hole has micro-
scopic entropy SBH = 1

4A, and iii) there are no firewalls,
iv) no observer sees any macroscopic violation of locality.
We supplement these principles by two additional

ground rules. For clarity of presentation, we will ignore
peripheral subtleties, and express our physical assump-
tions and reasoning using the crisp but slightly idealized
language of qubits [7, 8]. This simplification is helpful
but presumably not essential.
A small word of caution: a qubit can be coded in many

physical forms. It may be carried by a localized mode, by
hidden microscopic degree of freedom [9], or by non-local
phase correlations between two or more distant modes.
We will try to be clear which physical realization we are
assigning to each element.

Rule I: Maximal entanglement

Consider a black hole with entropy equal to N qubits.
Its internal Hilbert space is 2N dimensional. Suppose the
black hole interior region H is maximally entangled with
its environment E. The total quantum entanglement is
then quantified via

entanglement entropy = SBH = N log 2 (1)

There are two types of contributions to (1). First, there
is local entanglement due to virtual Hawking pairs. The
associated ‘virtual qubits’ are in unique EPR pairs (oth-
erwise they can not appear from the vacuum) and do not
carry any quantum information about the black hole mi-
cro state. This virtual entanglement is proportional to
the area, with a normalization constant that depends on
the short distance cut o↵ [10, 11]. Secondly, there is the
actual black hole information, which is contained in ‘real’
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H = HH ⌦HE

Dimension: 2N × 2N = 22N

Balanced Holography:  The physical black-hole Hilbert space is an subspace of 
N qubits of dimension 2N …

N + N = 2N q-bits

States:

The microscopic theory of black holes must provide N constraints on 2N qubits 
reducing the physical degrees of freedom to N qubits …  

This leads to an entropy of the system that is double the correct answer … 
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We propose that black hole information is encoded in non-local correlations between microscopic

interior and exterior degrees of freedom. We give a simple qubit representation of this proposal, and

show herein that for every black hole state, the apparent firewall can be removed via a universal,

state independent unitary transformation UQT . A central element in our discussion is the distinction

between virtual qubits, which are in a specified vacuum state, and real qubits, that carry the free

quantum information of the black hole. We outline how our proposal may be realized in AdS/CFT.

A. Introduction

The Bekenstein-Hawking entropy counts the quantum
states associated to a black hole horizon [1]. This famous
formula seems to suggest that all black hole quantum in-
formation is hidden behind the event horizon and that
all of it has to escape during the evaporation process [4].
A second, alternative interpretation of the B-H entropy
is that it merely represents the virtual entanglement en-
tropy of the unique smooth vacuum state across the hori-
zon. This local vacuum state does not store any evident
quantum information, neither do the near-horizon Hawk-
ing particles. Both interpretations of the B-H formula
have their merits and appeal, but there is evident ten-
sion between the two. Moreover, both lead to conceptual
problems, each of a di↵erent kind: the second interpre-
tation leads to apparent information loss [2, 3], the first
interpretation leads to an apparent firewall [5, 6].

In this paper we introduce a third interpretation of
the B-H entropy formula, which incorporates a balanced
combination of both ideas. In our proposal, which we will
call balanced holography, the microscopic quantum infor-
mation is shared evenly between the interior and exterior
of the black hole. Since the two sides combined contain
twice the B-H entropy, this leaves extra room to arrange
the quantum degrees of freedom in way that avoids in-
consistent or paradoxical conclusions.

An important distinction will be made between two
kinds of quantum information. The entanglement con-
tained in the local vacuum is of a di↵erent nature than
that between two randomly prepared and spatially sepa-
rated real quantum systems. The qubits responsible for
vacuum entanglement are, when left unperturbed by lo-
cal probes, in a unique ground state. Hence, they are
‘virtual’ or ‘confined’. They are distinct from the ‘real’
or ‘logical’ qubits that carry freely adjustable quantum
information about the micro-state, and that are deter-
mined by the initial state from which the black hole was
formed. The di↵erence between real and virtual qubits
thus lies in the amount of free quantum information that
they contain about the micro states corresponding to a
given macroscopic black hole. The purpose of this note

is to show that the crux of the firewall argument can be
neutralized, once the distinction between these two types
of quantum information is taken into account.

B. Physical Principles

In this work we adopt the basic physical principles that
i) quantum mechanics holds, ii) a black hole has micro-
scopic entropy SBH = 1

4A, and iii) there are no firewalls,
iv) no observer sees any macroscopic violation of locality.
We supplement these principles by two additional

ground rules. For clarity of presentation, we will ignore
peripheral subtleties, and express our physical assump-
tions and reasoning using the crisp but slightly idealized
language of qubits [7, 8]. This simplification is helpful
but presumably not essential.
A small word of caution: a qubit can be coded in many

physical forms. It may be carried by a localized mode, by
hidden microscopic degree of freedom [9], or by non-local
phase correlations between two or more distant modes.
We will try to be clear which physical realization we are
assigning to each element.

Rule I: Maximal entanglement

Consider a black hole with entropy equal to N qubits.
Its internal Hilbert space is 2N dimensional. Suppose the
black hole interior region H is maximally entangled with
its environment E. The total quantum entanglement is
then quantified via

entanglement entropy = SBH = N log 2 (1)

There are two types of contributions to (1). First, there
is local entanglement due to virtual Hawking pairs. The
associated ‘virtual qubits’ are in unique EPR pairs (oth-
erwise they can not appear from the vacuum) and do not
carry any quantum information about the black hole mi-
cro state. This virtual entanglement is proportional to
the area, with a normalization constant that depends on
the short distance cut o↵ [10, 11]. Secondly, there is the
actual black hole information, which is contained in ‘real’
or ‘logical qubits’. These logical qubits carry medium and
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interior and exterior degrees of freedom. We give a simple qubit representation of this proposal, and

show herein that for every black hole state, the apparent firewall can be removed via a universal,

state independent unitary transformation UQT . A central element in our discussion is the distinction

between virtual qubits, which are in a specified vacuum state, and real qubits, that carry the free

quantum information of the black hole. We outline how our proposal may be realized in AdS/CFT.

A. Introduction

The Bekenstein-Hawking entropy counts the quantum
states associated to a black hole horizon [1]. This famous
formula seems to suggest that all black hole quantum in-
formation is hidden behind the event horizon and that
all of it has to escape during the evaporation process [4].
A second, alternative interpretation of the B-H entropy
is that it merely represents the virtual entanglement en-
tropy of the unique smooth vacuum state across the hori-
zon. This local vacuum state does not store any evident
quantum information, neither do the near-horizon Hawk-
ing particles. Both interpretations of the B-H formula
have their merits and appeal, but there is evident ten-
sion between the two. Moreover, both lead to conceptual
problems, each of a di↵erent kind: the second interpre-
tation leads to apparent information loss [2, 3], the first
interpretation leads to an apparent firewall [5, 6].

In this paper we introduce a third interpretation of
the B-H entropy formula, which incorporates a balanced
combination of both ideas. In our proposal, which we will
call balanced holography, the microscopic quantum infor-
mation is shared evenly between the interior and exterior
of the black hole. Since the two sides combined contain
twice the B-H entropy, this leaves extra room to arrange
the quantum degrees of freedom in way that avoids in-
consistent or paradoxical conclusions.

An important distinction will be made between two
kinds of quantum information. The entanglement con-
tained in the local vacuum is of a di↵erent nature than
that between two randomly prepared and spatially sepa-
rated real quantum systems. The qubits responsible for
vacuum entanglement are, when left unperturbed by lo-
cal probes, in a unique ground state. Hence, they are
‘virtual’ or ‘confined’. They are distinct from the ‘real’
or ‘logical’ qubits that carry freely adjustable quantum
information about the micro-state, and that are deter-
mined by the initial state from which the black hole was
formed. The di↵erence between real and virtual qubits
thus lies in the amount of free quantum information that
they contain about the micro states corresponding to a
given macroscopic black hole. The purpose of this note

is to show that the crux of the firewall argument can be
neutralized, once the distinction between these two types
of quantum information is taken into account.

B. Physical Principles

In this work we adopt the basic physical principles that
i) quantum mechanics holds, ii) a black hole has micro-
scopic entropy SBH = 1

4A, and iii) there are no firewalls,
iv) no observer sees any macroscopic violation of locality.
We supplement these principles by two additional

ground rules. For clarity of presentation, we will ignore
peripheral subtleties, and express our physical assump-
tions and reasoning using the crisp but slightly idealized
language of qubits [7, 8]. This simplification is helpful
but presumably not essential.
A small word of caution: a qubit can be coded in many

physical forms. It may be carried by a localized mode, by
hidden microscopic degree of freedom [9], or by non-local
phase correlations between two or more distant modes.
We will try to be clear which physical realization we are
assigning to each element.

Rule I: Maximal entanglement

Consider a black hole with entropy equal to N qubits.
Its internal Hilbert space is 2N dimensional. Suppose the
black hole interior region H is maximally entangled with
its environment E. The total quantum entanglement is
then quantified via

entanglement entropy = SBH = N log 2 (1)

There are two types of contributions to (1). First, there
is local entanglement due to virtual Hawking pairs. The
associated ‘virtual qubits’ are in unique EPR pairs (oth-
erwise they can not appear from the vacuum) and do not
carry any quantum information about the black hole mi-
cro state. This virtual entanglement is proportional to
the area, with a normalization constant that depends on
the short distance cut o↵ [10, 11]. Secondly, there is the
actual black hole information, which is contained in ‘real’
or ‘logical qubits’. These logical qubits carry medium and
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Describe entanglement, various choices of basis, young and old black holes, 
observers and firewalls  … 
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<latexit sha1_base64="NME+/zcc/pbqk/JM0jkte7gB5CQ=">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</latexit>

 Total =
X

i,j

↵ij |iiLeft ⌦ |jiRight



Microstructure and Boundary States
Method of images:  Double degrees of freedom to describe a system in the presence of 
a boundary

<latexit sha1_base64="0MrsgXA54Cg8dA06i/jlIW5mGzA=">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</latexit>

HTotal = HLeft ⌦HRight

<latexit sha1_base64="NME+/zcc/pbqk/JM0jkte7gB5CQ=">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</latexit>

 Total =
X

i,j

↵ij |iiLeft ⌦ |jiRight

Constrain the 𝞪ij so that the 
left exactly reflects the right.

and then correlate all the left states with the right states



Microstructure and Boundary States
Method of images:  Double degrees of freedom to describe a system in the presence of 
a boundary

<latexit sha1_base64="0MrsgXA54Cg8dA06i/jlIW5mGzA=">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</latexit>

HTotal = HLeft ⌦HRight

<latexit sha1_base64="NME+/zcc/pbqk/JM0jkte7gB5CQ=">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</latexit>

 Total =
X

i,j

↵ij |iiLeft ⌦ |jiRight

Constrain the 𝞪ij so that the 
left exactly reflects the right.

and then correlate all the left states with the right states



Microstructure and Boundary States
Method of images:  Double degrees of freedom to describe a system in the presence of 
a boundary

<latexit sha1_base64="0MrsgXA54Cg8dA06i/jlIW5mGzA=">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</latexit>

HTotal = HLeft ⌦HRight

<latexit sha1_base64="NME+/zcc/pbqk/JM0jkte7gB5CQ=">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</latexit>

 Total =
X

i,j

↵ij |iiLeft ⌦ |jiRight

Constrain the 𝞪ij so that the 
left exactly reflects the right.

and then correlate all the left states with the right states



Microstructure and Boundary States
Method of images:  Double degrees of freedom to describe a system in the presence of 
a boundary

<latexit sha1_base64="0MrsgXA54Cg8dA06i/jlIW5mGzA=">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</latexit>

HTotal = HLeft ⌦HRight

<latexit sha1_base64="NME+/zcc/pbqk/JM0jkte7gB5CQ=">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</latexit>

 Total =
X

i,j

↵ij |iiLeft ⌦ |jiRight

Constrain the 𝞪ij so that the 
left exactly reflects the right.

and then correlate all the left states with the right states



Field Theory:  Ishibashi states define state of the the boundary  
      ⇔ Correlation between left and right sides of the system

<latexit sha1_base64="6R+SCaC6wNEc26IfwkMXUUgubyg=">AAAD0HicbVLLbtQwFE1neJTh1cKSzYUIiQWMkqEtbCpVpVLZgErVlzQeIse5Sa1xHrIdNCM3RWz5PHb8AN+B8yidtlhydHLPOfeeOA4LwZX2vN9Lvf6t23fuLt8b3H/w8NHjldUnRyovJcNDlotcnoRUoeAZHmquBZ4UEmkaCjwOpx9q/vgbSsXz7EDPC5ykNMl4zBnVthSsLv0BIBHGhOUYx67vjgyRKOjMEI0zrfRcIBjXB5LbNuCOqopEXBWCzhuuat0yCfPc9Q0polhwjZKK2iQTsM/93aqT7Ux3JWJWC63DeMO3HnjDDbt9r7IGq4PLhl2aunXNuaMOWw941eXkVpdSOa1ljagGxoZtq1cM+xhdzPebeju34bZFif/CWdJfJPdKWVwmX6+9w/WL1IMz+04kzRKB5PkFCkw9Dj4DoTovYKf+vPPNcyA4K0jIk2QMrQJIWoCdo8o0MNmmX30lPIv1HEgsKTM2R2ZZKopTGpg3FgPRXES4WGsaToC8hoUsgTnINRVVsOJ6Q69ZcBP4HXCdbu0FK79IlLMyxUwzQZUa+16hJ4ZKzZn97QNSKiwom9IExxZmNEU1Mc2FrOClrUQQ59LuTENTXXQYmio1T0OrTKk+Vde5uvg/blzq+P3E8KwoNWasHRSXAnQO9e2GiEtkWswtoExymxXYKbVHaK+kGthD8K9/8k1wNBr6G8O1L2vu1nZ3HMvOM+eF88rxnXfOlvPR2XMOHdb71FO9s17V3+/P+t/7P1ppb6nzPHWurP7Pv9u9MZ8=</latexit>
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Free boson in 1+1 dimensions



Field Theory:  Ishibashi states define state of the the boundary  
      ⇔ Correlation between left and right sides of the system

<latexit sha1_base64="6R+SCaC6wNEc26IfwkMXUUgubyg=">AAAD0HicbVLLbtQwFE1neJTh1cKSzYUIiQWMkqEtbCpVpVLZgErVlzQeIse5Sa1xHrIdNCM3RWz5PHb8AN+B8yidtlhydHLPOfeeOA4LwZX2vN9Lvf6t23fuLt8b3H/w8NHjldUnRyovJcNDlotcnoRUoeAZHmquBZ4UEmkaCjwOpx9q/vgbSsXz7EDPC5ykNMl4zBnVthSsLv0BIBHGhOUYx67vjgyRKOjMEI0zrfRcIBjXB5LbNuCOqopEXBWCzhuuat0yCfPc9Q0polhwjZKK2iQTsM/93aqT7Ux3JWJWC63DeMO3HnjDDbt9r7IGq4PLhl2aunXNuaMOWw941eXkVpdSOa1ljagGxoZtq1cM+xhdzPebeju34bZFif/CWdJfJPdKWVwmX6+9w/WL1IMz+04kzRKB5PkFCkw9Dj4DoTovYKf+vPPNcyA4K0jIk2QMrQJIWoCdo8o0MNmmX30lPIv1HEgsKTM2R2ZZKopTGpg3FgPRXES4WGsaToC8hoUsgTnINRVVsOJ6Q69ZcBP4HXCdbu0FK79IlLMyxUwzQZUa+16hJ4ZKzZn97QNSKiwom9IExxZmNEU1Mc2FrOClrUQQ59LuTENTXXQYmio1T0OrTKk+Vde5uvg/blzq+P3E8KwoNWasHRSXAnQO9e2GiEtkWswtoExymxXYKbVHaK+kGthD8K9/8k1wNBr6G8O1L2vu1nZ3HMvOM+eF88rxnXfOlvPR2XMOHdb71FO9s17V3+/P+t/7P1ppb6nzPHWurP7Pv9u9MZ8=</latexit>
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Free boson in 1+1 dimensions



Field Theory:  Ishibashi states define state of the the boundary  
      ⇔ Correlation between left and right sides of the system

<latexit sha1_base64="6R+SCaC6wNEc26IfwkMXUUgubyg=">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</latexit>
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Boundary state

Free boson in 1+1 dimensions



Field Theory:  Ishibashi states define state of the the boundary  
      ⇔ Correlation between left and right sides of the system
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Field Theory:  Ishibashi states define state of the the boundary  
      ⇔ Correlation between left and right sides of the system
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CFT:  Vast families of boundary states preserving bulk chiral algebra. 

Cardy
“Ishibashi” states in one-to-one correspondence with conformal blocks 

k
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k

The image operators depend 
on the boundary state, k, and 
the “physical operators,” i and j.

More complex boundary conditions ⇒  

Much richer and more complex images

But the physics of the left-hand side is fixed 
by the right-hand side and the boundary state

Left-Right 
Correlations 
determined by 
fusion algebra

Cardy and Lewellyn
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Fuzzball/Microstate Geometry Programme

Any structure/operator that appears to be 
in the interior of a black hole must be an 
emergent image of the exterior seen in the 
extremely complex state of the fuzzball 
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=  Affleck-Ludwig boundary entropy of state “a” 

Which is consistent with the idea that the interior of the black hole can simply be 
replaced by a suitably complex family of boundary states 

Fuzzball/Microstate Geometry Programme

Any structure/operator that appears to be 
in the interior of a black hole must be an 
emergent image of the exterior seen in the 
extremely complex state of the fuzzball 

Morpheus:  [The black-hole interior] 
is the world that has been pulled over 
your eyes to blind you from the truth.

The fuzzball
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Emergent geometry in the D1-D5 CFT?

E. Verlinde,  On the Origin of Gravity and the Laws of Newton, (1001.0785)



Superstrata are the fully back-reacted microstate geometries obtained from 
momentum excitations of the D1-D5 system.  Holographic dictionary is well 
understood … and extensively mapped out.
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Superstrata are the fully back-reacted microstate geometries obtained from 
momentum excitations of the D1-D5 system.  Holographic dictionary is well 
understood … and extensively mapped out.

Superstrata

The black-hole-like throat looks like a capped BTZ geometry

Extensively probed in both CFT and in gravity 
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Simplest, naive probes

Scattering of waves into the throat:  
Initial Thermal decay + Echo after N1 N5 Ry 
but the return signal is attenuated and 
deformed by the geometry 

For the deepest superstrata, particle/
geodesic return time is ~ N1 N5 Ry
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Scattering of waves into the throat:  
Initial Thermal decay + Echo after N1 N5 Ry 
but the return signal is attenuated and 
deformed by the geometry 

For the deepest superstrata, particle/
geodesic return time is ~ N1 N5 Ry

String theory tells a very different story …

I. Bena, P. Heidmann, R. Monten, N.P. Warner:  
                                                          1905.05194 
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Stringy effects on probes
Tidal forces reach string scale in the throat:  
small deviations (multipole moments) amplified by 
ultra-relativistic speeds. 
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18 t (black dashed).
In the plot, we set �2 = 1.

5 Numerical Results

5.1 The amplitude

In section 4, we review the computation of the amplitude A
ij!i0j0
m (t) (4.12). There is no closed

form for general m. In this section, we will study the large m behavior. Let us start with
A

11!11
m (t), where the initial and final bosonic modes are placed in the copy 1 in the process

(4.2).
Using the numerical results in Appendix A, the amplitude A

11!11
m (t) and the rescaled am-

plitude m2
A

11!11
m (t) as a function of t for di↵erent m are shown in fig. 2. From the left panel of

fig. 2, we find that the amplitude is an approximate linear function of t in the region 0 . t . ⇡

for large enough m. The slopes are di↵erent for di↵erent m. To find the m dependence, in the
right panel of fig. 2 we plot the rescaled amplitude m

2
A

11!11
m (t). The slopes are approximately

the same for di↵erent m. Thus we conclude for large enough m

A
11!11
m (t) ⇡ �

2 c

m2
t (5.1)

where c is a constant. In the right panel of fig. 2, we also plot the linear function ⇡
18 t with the

rescaled amplitude, which indicates

c ⇡ ⇡

18
(5.2)

For the small t region, by taking sin(kt/2) ⇡ kt/2 in (4.20) we have

t ! 0 : A
11!11
m (t) = �

2
2m�1X

k=12Zodd

B
11!11
k,k (m; p, q, r)4⇡2

t
2 ⇡ �

2 0.0016

m
4⇡2

t
2 (5.3)

where we have used the following numerical result that will be explored in the next section.

2m�1X

k=12Zodd

B
11!11
k,k (m;m/3,m/3,m/3) ⇡ 0.0016

m
(5.4)

11

Still periodic with 
correct period … 
1➞ 3 amplitude 
goes back to zero
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1➞ 3 amplitude 
goes back to zero

Fractionated modes recombine 
into single graviton again…
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Is there a simpler large-N quasi-particle description of the CFT,  
defined by requiring simple operator products/scattering with 
the twist operator?

Such quasi-particles will more closely represent the holographic 
dual of a graviton.

Answering these questions will be an essential part of emergent space-time at 
strong gravitational coupling… 
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